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Pass It This Way

Thousands of years ago, Caesar wanted to count all the Romans who were LEFT. So, Joseph and 
Mary LEFT to go RIGHT to Bethlehem so they wouldn’t be LEFT out and because it was the RIGHT 
thing to do. 

But, RIGHT when they arrived, they found that there were no rooms LEFT. That’s RIGHT—there were 
no rooms LEFT at all. They were LEFT in a tough spot RIGHT here in their hometown. They went 
RIGHT to an innkeeper to ask if they could stay RIGHT in his stable and he said, “Sure! You can stay 
RIGHT here in this hay.” 

Of course, this time was RIGHT when Mary needed to have a baby. She didn’t have any options 
LEFT, so she had the baby boy RIGHT there. So, Jesus was born RIGHT then and there—RIGHT in a 
Bethlehem stable, the only place LEFT for him. Mary wrapped the baby with LEFT over clothes and 
laid him RIGHT down in the straw. 

Some shepherds were RIGHT there in the fields near Bethlehem and they were LEFT watching their 
sheep when RIGHT then, they saw a bright star. They tried to figure out what it meant when RIGHT 
then, an angel appeared RIGHT in front of them. And they were LEFT standing there with their 
mouths RIGHT open wide and their sheep LEFT wondering what was going on. 

RIGHT away, the angel said, "Do not be afraid. Jesus is RIGHT here!” The angel had LEFT heaven 
to come and tell them that RIGHT in their midst, the Son of God had been born. The angel said He 
was RIGHT there in Bethlehem and if they LEFT RIGHT away, they could go see Him. RIGHT after 
that, a bunch of angels were RIGHT over their heads and they said, "Glory to God, and peace be 
to all people RIGHT here on the earth." They knew RIGHT then that they had to go RIGHT there 
and see Him. So they LEFT their sheep and LEFT their homes and LEFT their families and LEFT their 
shepherd staffs and went RIGHT to Bethlehem. 

When they got RIGHT to Bethlehem, they found Mary, Joseph, and baby Jesus RIGHT there in the 
stable. The shepherds knew RIGHT away that this really was the Son of God when they saw Jesus 
and they were LEFT speechless in awe of Him. They were LEFT filled with happiness that they had 
seen the Savior. They LEFT after a short while and as soon as they LEFT they began shouting LEFT 
and RIGHT in the streets and telling everyone LEFT in town about what they had seen.
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